Zonal Conference of Indian Menopause Society was held at Lucknow on August 4-5, 2018. The Theme of the Conference was Menopause - A new Mindset!

The Conference was inaugurated by Cabinet Minister honourable Rita Bahuguna Joshi of women welfare dept. She also felicitated senior teachers of the Gynae speciality.

The Conference Oration was delivered by Dr.Ratnabali Chakravorty, President IMS on Cardiovascular Health. The pre-conference three workshops were on 40+ Challenges and solutions with Case based discussions, on evidence-based cancer screening protocol and Holistic health in 40+ women with practical demonstration. Young menopause practitioners were benefited by the workshop on Prescription writing, panel discussion on MHT and session on urogenital health.

The main attraction was session on “Creation of IMPART and sharing the experience” by Dr. Sunila Khandelwal, which generated lot of interest in this educational initiative of International Menopause Society. It was a great opportunity to generate interest for International Membership and to attract delegates for the forthcoming IMSCON 2019 with Speakers from International Menopause Society at Kolkata in February. The delegates were encouraged to attend World Congress 2020 (Australia) and also forthcoming Post Reproductive Health Conference at Dubai in December 2018.

This great academic event was attended by more than 300 delegates from all over India and was very well covered by the Print and electronic Media. Sincere thanks to Vice President and Organizing Chairperson Dr. Yashodhara Pradeep and the whole enthusiastic multispecialty team.
40 की उम्र के बाद महिलाओं को सहेजने की जरूरत

चेहरे की चमक बनाए रखने को तहलें और योग करें